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ABSTRACT 
The minister in was passed many descent and top in during the period of Ilkhanid government. In 

this time, the govern of Ilkhanid area and their ministers were gave  to Iranian officials, but 

because of Jealous and competition among ministries and rules in government, many problems 

were appeared in governmental until it caused to fatality of one of them. Mongolians weren't 

familiar to politics and government. Existence of main ministries in Ilkhanid system was 

significance, and it was smooth the way for Mongolians to familiar to Iranian society.This article 
has been paid to introduction the grand ministers of Ilkhanid  government. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 After attack of Mongolians in Iran, there wasn't any integrity government. Local government was worse the 

condition of irregular and trouble. Until it was changed by enter Hulagu and after it, Ilkhanid’s government was 

established in Iran short periods of Ilkhanid government is one of the though full period in Iran history, because 

in this period, they were susceptible of intrigue and plot and they were to opportunity to destroyed their 

competitors. We can say Iranian ministries were possessed of Ilkhanid’s support. They succeed by their supports 

of course there were some struggles among them. In generally we can say that this period was intense period 

and this article had been paid to descent and top of ministries in this period from Hulagu to Abu saed.Ministers 

is the main offices in Iran history that it was remained by its power and importance by attack of Mongolian in 

616 B.C to Iran.by constitute of ilkhanid  government in 654 B.C by Hulagu, so the Mongolian had 

power.Deployment of Ilkhanid’s in Iran was caused to evolution and control the government  and politic so, 

they use of Iranian Just and award officials and different methods to govern the government. And by help of 

such teachers and ministries they were auctioned to control the govern affairs. Since entered Hulagu to Iran, the 

ministers was on seif odin Bitkchi that there wasn't evident in information references.He was ministers to 661 

B.C and after his dead, the ministers was gave to  khajeh shams oldin joveini. (khand mir 1963, 96/3)Attention 

of shams odin Joveini to official affair in Iran had more effect on disorder situation of Iran. He could controlled 

on governmental works.(Rashid odin Fazollah 1997, 734/2).He at first start to gathered the scholars and  

scientist  and appointed  them to main works. He motivated the writers and poets. This works were caused to far 

from disappointment of scientist and scholars. (Bayani: 1996, 181-180).Sham Odin was the minister and first 

person of government in last period of Hulagu and in all period of reign of his to boys (Abagha and Ahmad 

tekodar). 

 The periods of Ilkhanid’s government in which they were inheritor of Mongolian chengiz khan's 

government was descent and top period but present of teachers and Iranian ministers was more important.And 

we can say control the all affairs was by help the ministries, in this period, ministers had significance role in 

control the government affairs. He controls the works in ministers and politics and economics affairs. And he 

helped to all works to Ilkhanid and he was on top of works but sometimes in beside he, another person was 

inductee in which he control the financial a works. And had a "official master" name. (spuler: 1996,283-284).In 

fact, there wasn't much different among ministers of government and official because Ilkhanid’s was separated 

the financial affair and gave them to officials.The present of two simultaneous ministers in government system 

was a something in which different this period with another periods.in period of shams odin Joveini ministers, 

MaJdolmolk yazdi had name of Moshref olmamalek and he paid to control the works in government as Joveini 

signed the right side of letters and majd olmolk assigned the left side.(Lambton 1982, 65). We can say in this 
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period, the ministers had more wealth as another period. Some ministers had May farms lands and even their 

children and their family helped to done the works in government. Shams odin Joveini wasn't exempt of this 

rule though history author told that "the income of assets khajeh shams odin Joneini had been one tooman". 

(Mostufi 1974, 593).This Jealous was motivated the competitors. Majd olmolk was one of his competitors and 

started to intrigued against him and this work caused to his heath but, by. Reigned Arghun , the situation of 

Joveiny was changed and then shams odin Joveiny was dead in 683 B.C (khan mir 1965, 294).Still, official 

master and ministries tried to control the government but Ilkhanid’s were malicious to them by little errors or 

problem. We can say this is one the weak in their governing and another problem in this period was collective 

ministers that Ilkhanid’s were appointed to ministries for control the government that they controlled the 

government system as collective. And this caused to more implications and problems.After shams odin Joveini, 

Amir Boogha by name ching sung (grand ministers) incumbent the government affairs. (mir khand: 

1990,1171/5).he selected Jalal odin mokhles semnani as his vice and gave the office public works to him. 

(Ayaty 1993,129).but, by eliminated Jalalodin semnani and reigned saad oldoleh yahood, the period of Amir 

Boogha was finished. And it assigned to Saad oldoled. (Monshi kermani 1972,126), he came to court as doctors 

and when he showed his ability he could arrived to ministers.So, he could create order in financials works and 

prevented from robber's people in belongings (Groseh: 1999: 608), thus, gradually the influence and validity of 

him were more and he hardened  to Muslims and called Chengiz and Arghun as prophet and Arghun wanted to 

appeared his prophet and changed the kaabe a to house idol.and even he wanted from sadrodin zanjani that 

accepted the prophet of Arghun and then had been decided to his death.(Ayati: 1993,129) by death of Arghun 

and reigned Geykhatu, the financial affairs were worse and in this time, Ahmad khaledi zanjani was selected as 

official and gave the name sadre  jahan to him. He suggested that paper money (chaow) had been published 

(Rashidu : 1973,162).This money was rectangle shape and written the shahadatain and name Mongalian 

Geykhatu and its amount and "world king in date 693 sent this chaow to government".So, the chaow wasn't 

continued much time and it was fronted to people's reactions and by people protest of Shiraz and Tabriz, 

Geikhatu ordered to gathering this chaow. Of course, the name of (place of chaow) had remained in Iran as 

press. In fact, it might be had a disorder situation in government system for many reasons: 

 First that Geykhtu was a swinging person and didn’t had pay attention to finance and by his granted and 

gifted was caused to empty the treasury  and on the other hand, murrain disease among animals were caused to 

fatality of them.When Ghazan were reined, Sadre  Jahan was deposed  and Jamal osldin dastjerdani instead him 

was appointment, but it wasn't continued to yaser.(khand mir 1963, 313) and sadra Jahan arrived to ministers 

again but by court's verification Ghazan was agreed to his kill and Yaser was appointment (Pir niya 2001,563) 

can say that the financial decline wasn’t only particular to Mongolian period and even the government after and 

before of Mongol were susceptible financial decline.Of course, the hedonism and spree of Mongolian were 

interference in this matter.Because the ,Mongolian hadn't any in formation and politic in relation of governing 

and their last life was migration and reigned, thus after the kill of sadr Jhan by order of Ghazan ,saad odin savoji 

arrived to official and by cooperation of khaJeh rashid Odin fazallah started to control the government 

situations. (Rashid odin fazallah 1929,134).But in period of Aljative, by in influence of Taj oldin Alishah, the 

broker of jewelry, savoji was scared and stated to humiliated him. But Rashid odin was respected to Tajodin 

Alishah and then they started to struggled with each other. and finally by order of AlJative, savoji was assigned 

to government (Alghashani: 1994, 122-123) After death of Aljative in 716 and reigned Abusaid, the opportunity 

was start to tajoldin Alishah to plot against khajeh rashid oldin and he could deposed khajeh.And in 718 they 

could killed khajeh in around Tabriz.(rajab zadeh 1965, 22-23): after deposed and killed Rashid oldin fazollah, 

was gave to taj oldin  Alishah, until he was ill in 724 and he died.(Mostofi): we saw Ilkhanid’s killed ministries 

gruesomely expect tah oldin Alishah in which he was  first person that died for natural dead. After his dead, 

roknedulleh saen was reigned  to ministers. He was raise by Amir chopan but he stared to dispraise him with 

Ilkhanid’s, of course should be say in this time. the power was Amir chopan and his son dameshgh khan and 

ilkhan was king formally.(khaneh Amir: 1965,323): the ministers of rokoldin finally by his death was finished. 

by his death and decline the power of chopanian, Abosaed was gave ministers to ghiyas oldin abne Rashid 

oldin.(Mostofi 1974, 621). Ghiyas alldin was control the ministers to last life of Abu saed.Abu saed was hoped 

to his selected until he could organized the bad situation of financial and he was partly success but there wasn’t 

quantitative opportunity because by death of Abusaaid, the government of ilkhan was decomposed and the 

financial organizations so were destroyed. 

 

Conclusion: 

 By considering the ministries of ilkhanid period we found that Mongolians were used from Iranian 

ministers for control the government and ministers as highest level was reigned Iranian, in which some of these 

ministries had vast authority and supported by Ilkhanid   and this was caused to advantage of recessive people 

and it was followed by Jealous and competition of ministries and grand of countries and it was caused to many 

problems and finally it was cause to killed one of them. but, this was a opportunity for Iranian to try to 
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regeneration the culture and by follow the activity of our ministers, Mongolians had been Muslims and they 

forgotten their rangy life and try to culture and prosperity of Iran. 
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